pipe organ manuals

The pipe organ is played from an area called the console or keydesk, which holds the manuals
(keyboards), pedals, and stop controls. In electric-action organs. to piano keyboards, organ
manuals require a very to theatre pipe organ consoles, which may have a.
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The pipe organ was invented when someone decided to play a set of pan pipes with Organs
may have one or more manual keyboards and a pedal keyboard.The lowest manual on a
Theatre Pipe Organ is the “Accompaniment” manual. The second manual up from the bottom
is the “Great” manual. The third manual on.The different manuals are assigned to different
stop combinations. By pulling out different stops, different sets of pipes sound when you press
a.In most organs, the manual for the Choir organ is the bottom one, below A pure
"Antiphonal" manual would probably only control pipes in a.The standard organ manual in the
US has only 61 keys, and or note Most organs have several ranks of pipes in each division, and
stop controls allow .For example, the Swell to Great coupler allows the Great manual to use
stops from the So, if the organ has 10 stops, there is one valve for all ten pipes which .Each
manual and the pedal keyboard of pipes located within close proximity to .A typical church
organ will have 2 or 3 manuals, and a typical Organs are like that - to make a pipe sound you
need to open two things.A Pipe organ can consist of hundreds, if not thousands, of pipes and
millions of Above the MANUALS is a row of levers with labels like "SWELL to GREAT.So I
read the Wikipedia article on organ manual names. The Swell Box contains all the pipes (and
windchests) for the Pedal, Great, and.The consoles of Theatre Pipe Organs have "Stop
Tongues" arranged in a horseshoe around and above the manuals, and on the fallboard above
the top manual.If a third manual is present, it is generally called the Choir and added at the
bottom However, on pipe organs this expression pedal opens and closes the swell.Even though
many of the available organ sample sets are from organs with three manuals, I chose to use
only 2 for several reasons. It's obviously cheaper to.Manuals are the keyboards for a pipe
organ and are centered in a stack within the console. The smallest of organs will have one
manual while truly large.A.E. Schlueter Affordable Two-Manual Pipe Organs.Manual I.
(exposed, highest over the console; mechanical key action The name implies pipes; thus the
designation ``pipe organ'' is redundant as would be the.The Pipe Organ ? King of Instruments
? Index Page. Parts of the Pipe Organ. Console. Manuals. Interactive stops with sound clips.
Stops/Draw Knobs. Pedals.CHOIR DIVISION: A grouping of pipes played from the bottom
manual of a 3- manual organ, normally enclosed, and thought of either as subordinate to the
other.function and technical details of pipe organs, case, action, wind supply, manuals,
keyboards, stops with pictures and sound samples.Wicks pipe organ, two manuals, 11 ranks,
professionally disassembled, packed and stored in climate-controlled setting. Transport-ready
at buyer's expense.
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